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PREFACE 
This paper is an attempt to solve a long-standing problem in 
chemical process worko The problem is that of obtaining representative 
samples for analytical purpose, and the thesis describes the design and 
application of an instrument that will automatically perform that duty. 
Research, design, and testing has been conducted over the past two 
and one-half years.. The instrument has been subjected to actual field 
tests at a natural gasoline plant since July, 1954. Testing has been 
continuous since that date. 
I wish to thank my advisor, Dr. Robert Maddox, for his suggestions 
and criticisms of the thesis material. I wish also to thank Phillips 
Petroleum Company for their permission to use the project as a basis 
for this fa.per.. Credit is due Miss Jeane Williams for her efforts in 
the preparation of the final manuscript. 
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The need for representative samples in analytical work is often 
stressed. This is especially so in the petroleum industry where many 
analyses are performed, in a routine manner, to forecast daily and monthly 
plant operation. 
Oftentimes, a continuous or intermittent. sample is extracted from,. a
flow stream over an extended period so that such sample may take the place 
of, and perhaps give better results than
., 
a number of individual sample 
analyses. Such a sample is called a compositee Generally, the extraction 
of the composite sample is made without regard to instantaneous flow rate 
of the 1ine being sampled. Such a procedure gives results with accuracies 
that vary as the volume rate in the process stream varies. 
In those instances where the composite volume must reflect the flow 
stream history with extreme accuracy then a sampler of the proportionating 
pump type is used. Such an installation costs approximately $2,500. Even 
at this price, the flexibility and general merit of the installation is 
sometimes questionable. 
Automatic samplers, that give no attention to sample =flow proportion­
ality
., 
are not uncommon. These make use of a.n electric or spring-wound 
interval timer and a suitable valve arrangement. 
This paper proposes an inexpensive instrument that will automatically 
take a flow-proportional sample. 
The proposed unit has been designed to function unattended for a 
period of as long as one month. The cost of materia.l and labor for such 
1 
� . 
an installation is, estimated to be $600 plus or minus $100 depending upon 
existing facilities. 
In some applications the instrument may be considered a manpower 
saving device; however, the designer's intentions were to make available 
a means to obtain a sample that would be more truly representative of flow 
stream history than those given by normal procedures now in use at a 
typical petroleum sampling gathering station. 
The proportional. aspect of the instrument described here is affoJ:1ded 
by the linear variation with time that is experienced by the fall of a 
mercury column in an orifice meter when the orifice differential to the 
meter is reduced to zero. During the course of mercury fall an electric 
circuit holds a sampling valve open. The sampling valve allows a liquid 
to discharge from a container and the sample fills the void in that con-
tainer. Such is normally called liquid displacement sampling. The meter 
mercury is a component of the circuit that maintains energy on the sam.p-
ling valve. When the mercury ceases to fall, due to the assumption of the 
ttno differential" position in the meter manometer, the electric circuit to 
the sampling valve is broken since the meter mercury no longer completes 
the circuit. Since the original height of the mercury was related to flow 
rate in the header, the duration of sample extraction and consequently the 
amount of sample is likewise a proportional function of header flow ::rate. 
A plot of sample voltune drawn per unit of main line flow rate is 
shown on Figure 8 .. The linear relationship between flow and sample ex-
traction is seen to be .essentially perfecte Sample extraction is gener= 
ally within 0.5 cubic centimeter of the designated extraction for absolute 
proportionality. Thus, when a 50 CoCe sample is indicated, the deviation 
will be l per cent. 
3 
In using this proposed method, tho n1.athemat:l.cal t.rue average composi-
tion would be approached as the 
cussed later, a balance among equipment. w,21:;,:c, scunple accuracy, and container" 
size is sought .. 
OPERATION OF THE INS'rRUMENT 
This automatic weighted average sampling device is designed to ex= 
tract a sample from a line in an amount that is directly proportional to 
the 11root11 reading (see Appendix) of the flow meter on the line. The 
term, root reading, means the square root of the differential pressUl"e 
and as such is directly proportional to flowQ This terminology is very 
convenient as will be seen later. At a reading of zero roots
., 
no sample 
is drawn; at ten roots maximum sample volume is drawn; at nine roots, 
nine-tenths of maximum sample is drawn, etc� If the sampling is fre= 
quent enough, then an analysis of this monthly composite sample will 
indicate the a.mount of liquid gasoline that can be extracted from an 
inlet rich gas stream and should check closely with production figures. 
Moreover, should such an instrument be installed on each of two (or more) 
gas streams going to a common absorption system, the monthly analysis 
of each inlet sample would furnish the basis upon which the one gasoline 
production stream can be credited to the individual inlet gas streams. 
The mechanics of extraction of the sample is by means of conven­
tional liquid displacement, and the subject instrument is employed to 
regulate this liquid draw-off .. Liquid displacement type sampling is the 
extraction of a sample by means of removing a liquid from a container, 
usually at the bottom, and allowing the sample to fill the void. Either 
gravity or pressure difference may be employed to cause the sample to 
enter the sampling container. The pressure method is used almost exclu­
sively. Though the displacement fluid is usally called "water, 11 pure 
water is rarely employed. 
4 
5 
The procedure described in these pages outlines methods of obtaining 
a sample of gas from a gas stream at about 60 psig. A gas regulator re­
duces this to 50 psig constant pressure. Gas at very low pressure will 
ordinarily have to be sampled with oversized containers and in larger in­
cremental amounts in order to have sufficient standard condition volume 
for analysis. 
Although the utility of the instrument is explained here in terms of 
natural gasoline plant operations, it may find application in any plant 
where gases or liquids are handled. 
in a special gas sampling situation. 
The instrument was born of necessity 
Accordingly, the description is 
centered around gas operations. Liquid sampling, as will be seen later, 
requires less special consideration and will be discussed briefly. This 
is not to diminish the importance of liquid sampling for, considering the 
number and relative financial value of liquid process streams, liquid 
sampling would be of more general interest. 
The proportionality between flow rate and sample extraction is made 
possible through the use of an electrode (1) (see Figure 1) immersed in 
the mercury of the low pressure side of the orifice meter. At two-hour 
intervals an automatic electrical timer (2) opens a solenoid valve (3) 
that equalizes the pressure in the two legs of the orifice meter. The 
mercury in the high leg begins to fall to an equilibrium position of zero 
h,eight with reference to the other mercury leg. If the electrode has been 
adjusted in length to relay to an external electrical circuit the precise 
time that the mercury column has reached its rest position then the time 
of mercury fall, which is a function of original mercury height, could be 
relayed to a second solenoid valve (4) that was extracting a gas sample. 
The duration of sample extraction, conducted at constant sample flow rate, 
REVISION 
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is thus a direct function of gas flow in the gas header and the amount of 
sample ex.traction is consequently directly proportional to gas flow. 
Mathematical proof of this proportionality is shown in the appendix. 
In practice, the electric output from the timer (2) is fed to the 
pressure equalizing valve (3) and the water discharge (sample extraction) 
valve (4) simultaneously. This timer output is presently set for 75 sec­
onds duration per each two-hour period. During this entire time the 
pressure equalizing valve is open, and the water discharge valve i.s open 
for that portion of the 75 seconds that will be required according to the 
original height of the mercury column. The rate of fall of mercury is 
calibrated, by means of the meter drunpening-drain valve (5), so that a 
mercury height equivalent to the total range of the meter (100 inches of 
water differential, or ten roots) will fall to equilibrium in exa9tly 60 
seconds. Should a 50-inch differential pressure meter be used, the full 
scale reading would be 7.07 roots on a 0=10 square root chart. Full scale 
mercury fall could be calibrated to the arbitrary 60 seconds or any other 
convenient time. Proportionality of sample extraction to process flow 
rate would be the same. With reference to the 100-inch meters, each root 
that is registering on the meter at the beginning of a sampling cycle will 
result in a sample extraction of six seconds duration. Thus, the maximum 
open time of the water discharge valve would always be less than the timer 
output period. When 75 seconds have elapsed, the valve closes and the 
mercury colu.1!lns assume the position that is indicative of gas header flow 
rate. This time, 75 seconds, must be chosen such that it is slightly 
longer than the full scale mercury fall time and yet no longer than is 
necessary for the ex.traction of the sample. The 15 seconds extra time is 
as small as can be safely adjusted on the present experimental equipment. 
8 
The recording pen of the flow meter will fall to zero as the mercury­
ditferential falls and will remain there until orifice differential is 
restored to the meter at the end of the 7S-second period. An actual 
24 ... hour cha.rt showing this feature is seen on Page 6S. 
With a sampling frequency or two hours and a composite period of one 
month, approximately 372 water-equi va.lent gas samples will have to be 
stored in the sample container. It is field p1--actice to use a standard 
9 .... 1/2 gallon stainless steel OJtyg$ll bottl� tor this service. A further 
general stipulation is that the monthly com.posite gas volume be divided 
into three portions (tor check analyses) with the pressure of the originu 
, ·. 
sattiple necessarily' being the driving force to till the t-wo extra check 
sample containers; also the last container filled muat be at atmospheric 
pressure or above. The three desired volumes are usually not equal but 
are most often two--9 1/2 gallon containers plus one S g�llon glass bottle, 
a total of 24 gallons g�s volume, �t a minimum pressu:re of 1:t:.mospheric. 
Thus ., an operating pressure held on th� monthly gatherfng contaimn:• m.ust 
be used that will allow 9-l/2 gallons of ga� volurue to be expanded to 24 
gallons volume ru1d yet have the expanded volume no lowi3r than atmosph(;)ric 
The high pressure on the a�mpli.lii?; bomb i::1 the d:rivi:ng force to dis­
place water from the sampling container to atmoapht"Jric dr�in in the pft>Ceas 
of extra.cting the periodic gas samples. This pressurei a.pp:ro.ximat�4r SO 
psig., would c�use w�ter flow �ates, du�i;ng sainpling periods, tar in �xoeijs 
of sample volumes th�t a.re ec:mpa.tible with the abo"tf� unless the displ�ce­
ment liquid flow li:ne were restricted. rrhe installation oi' M orifice or 
other restriction in the w�t.er disol:u1rge line would requi;re a pASSB.gfb in 
the order of pin hole size, �t the�e pr��$ure cl�op donditions, SO psi to 
9 
O psi, and such a passage would undoubtedly become plugged� If it is 
considered that the previously mentioned volumes and pressure are unalter­
able, the upstream pressure of the water must be reduced between the sample 
storage space (6) and atmospheric discharge(?) .. The use of a liquid 
pressure reducing valve would be highly impractical, if not impossible. 
The desired pressure reduction can be affected by adding an auxiliary 
container (8) that receives water at high pressure through a 3-way sole= 
noid valve (4) and discharges through another port of the same valve at a 
pressure that is due only to the elevation (9) of the auxiliary container. 
Discharge from the auxiliary container takes place during a sampling 
cycle and the auxiliary container is automatically refilled when the 
cycle is overo The sample is extracted when the displacement liquid is 
pressured into the auxiliary containero This container should be of 




is neglible compared 
to the total head. A special valve (13) has been installed that functions 
as a vacuum breaker and as a liquid full closure device. This item is 
actually a diaphragm that allows the top of the auxiliary tank to float. 
itJhen sampling pressure is placed on the tank, the diaphragm is extended 
to its upper posit.ion and held there by a metal retaining wall. When the 
auxiliary tank is discharging its contents, the diaphragm hugs the surface 
of the liquid and discharge is due to hydrostatic head only. A vent 
valve is installed in the center of the diaphragm so that gas may be 
expelled after the initial liquid fill and at such other times as may 
be necessary .. With the addition of a nominally sized orifice (10) be= 
tween this container and atmospheric discharge, the water flow rates can 
be brought in line with those required and yet keep within a moderately 
sized monthly water inventoryo 
The orifice (10) serves the dual purpose of restricting the flow 
and allowing dependable calculation of flow rates. An orifice diameter 
of 0.042 inches and a water discharge head of about 14 inches has been 
found to give flow rates that will yield satisfactory monthly volumes. 
This water discharge rate is calculated from the formula 
q = 19.64 x D2 x K x �(Eq. 1) 
wherein q = flow in GPM 
D: diameter of orifice, inches 
h = head at orifice, in feet of fluid flowing 
K = orifice discharge coef'fici.ent 
The value of t1K 11 is the only unknown in the above equation, for a given 
set of conditions, and is readily �etermined by solving the equation. 
11K 11 is a function of the type of orifice and its individual character­
istics. Since 11K 11 for the orifice in the present instrument has been 
determined (see Appendix) to be 0.685, a flow rate for the 0.042 inch 
diameter orifice and 14-inch head is calculated to be 97.2 cc/min. A 
complete set of calculations is shown in the appendix. 
10 
It is t_o be understood that the 97.2 cc/min. is the displacement 
liquid flow�, and its magnitude does not change unless a substitution 
is made in Equation 1. At ten roots meter reading and at sampling inter­
vals of two hours this is a liquid consumption rate of 9.52 gal./mo. At 
five roots constant meter readings this figure becomes 9.52 x 5/10 = 4.76
gal./mo. As shown, monthly water consumption would depend upon meter 
reading. 
There would be a low average monthly meter reading that is insuffi­
cient to extract the required sample volume. This value is calculated 
to be 5.25 roots. This spread of 4.75 roots is considered wide in 
11 
comparison to normal .flow fluetuations at an installation of' the type 
that the instrument would serve and the range limits can be moved by 
merely changing the elevation of the auxiliary container, or the size of 
either the metering or the sa.mpli.ng orif'ice. If the instrument is ad­
justed in anticipation of ten roots monthly average meter reading and 
the average should actually be three roots, there would be insufficient 
sample for analysis. Conversely, if a predicted three roots adjustment 
should meet with an actual monthly rate of ten roots, the entire liquid 
contents would be displaced when the month was three-�tenths gone. Figure 
11 shows a low liquid level shut�off float to prevent loss of gas sample 
should this occur. The range of meter readings should be kept in mind 
in calculating monthly water requirementso The sample container must 
be filled with liquid at the beginning of each month� Calculations to 
indicate the proper elevation (9) of the discharge point, once the ex­
tremes of operating flow rates are known, can be accomplished with the 
use of Equation 1. 
Any root reading over ten roots will extract a proportional sample 
within the overrange limits of the meter. 
· To reduce the possibility of plugging, the use of a sampling orifice
(10) diameter of less than .042 inches is inadvisablec The use of a.
circular, sharp edge orifice was found to be the most practical method of 
restricting the flow, especially in view of' the flow rates and pressures 
anticipated. This is true because the circular orifice offers a greater 
area for the passage of fine extraneous particles. TriaJ. runs have proven 
that various needle valves, bourdon restr�ctors, etc�, due to the geo­
metric configu.ration of their flow area, would, at settings com ensurate 
with required flow., become plugged with extremely fine particles., 
REVISION 
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THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT 
The period of electrical contact i.n the electrode circuit, a.s 
previously explained, is a rigorously true function of metered gas flow, 
but certain practical reasons necessitate that a side circuit be intro­
duced. To obtain the desired proportionality between gas flow and sample 
extraction, the electrode would have to be adjusted to within an infinitely 
small distance from the rest position of' the mercury surface .. Here, vari­
ous mechanical malfunctions could open or close the intervening gap indis­
criminately whereupon the expected loss of electrical contact at rest 
position might not occur. Further, and of more real importance, the 
temperature coefficient of expansion of mercury, along with the other 
metals involved, is such that yearly ambient temperatures could vary the 
rest position surface of the mercury within a range. equivalent to about 
one root. The incremental height of the mercury column is not directly 
proportional to gas flow rates but is proportional to the square of the 
flow rate. This i.s shown in Appendix. The fall of the mercury column 
from ten roots to nine roots value is nearly two inches where the fall 
from one root to zero is about 1/12 i:nch even though the times of fall 
from ten to nine and from one to zero roots are equal. The 1/12 inch 
figure is arrived at in the following manner. One root is 1 inch of 
water differential; 1 inch of water is approximately- 1/12 inch of mer­
cury. Flow meters are calibrated to read inches of water di.ff'erential 
but the differential indicating fluid is actually mercury except in cases 
of meters measuring extremely low differential. The proportionality 
13 
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feature is gained from the fact that the higher mercury columns fall fas­
ter and cover the progressively smaller distanc.es in a linear manner with 
respect to time. This explains why a small discrepancy between the end of 
the electrode and the mercury equilibrium point could destroy the intent 
and purpose of the time measurement, and consequently, the proportional­
to-flow sampling. 
Fortunately, the electrode can be withdrawn to a finite distance 
above the equilibrium surface provided that a time delay function is in­
stalled in the electrode circuit, such time delay being precisely equal 
to the known time equivalent of the withdrawal distance, 6 seconds for 
one root, 9 seconds for 1-1/2 roots, etc. These values are on the pre­
mise that full scale mercury fall occurs in 60 seconds. In practice, the 
internal circuit would be broken when the mercury fell below the electrode; 
this loss of energy would activate the time delay circuit and when the 
delay had elapsed this delay circuit would then de-energize the water 
discharge solenoid valveo The time delay circuit (11 of Figure 1) main­
tains 115 volts (through a relay contact) to the water discharge valve. 
The actual time of delay is variable to suit operating preference and to 
serve as what may be termed a zero adjustment. In practice, the disrup­
tion of current in the wire (12 of Figure 1), due to mercury falling 
underneath the probe, causes the time delay circuit to be energized, 
through a relay, and at the expiration of the pre=set time delay period 
a relay breaks the water discharge valve electric circuit and the 3-way 
valve ports reverse. The gas sample is extracted from the header when 
liquid from the collecting (sampling) tank is pressured into the partially 
void auxiliary tanka 
15 
A detailed account of an electric cycle is described as follows: 
Refer to Figure 3; when the timer motor indi.cates expiration of the two­
hour period, the timer switch applies 115 volts to the other components 
of the circuit. Note that through binding post number 6 the gas valve 
and the liquid valve are thus connected to source voltage. The gas valve 
has a direct and continuous return to ground through binding post number 5, 
and the liquid valve has a path to ground through binding post number 7, 
through the delay switch, through the rectifier, then to the ground wire. 
The rectifier is in the circuit because the liquid discharge valve, in 
1/8 inch pipe connection size, has better mechanical characteristics in 
the DoC. model than does the A.C. model. This has application to the 
particular brand used rather than to solenoid valves in general. The 
delay switch is closed because the delay motor, at this part of the cycle, 
has not begun to rotate since the simple relay is holding the relay switch 
openo "The delay motor is an electric clock mechanism. Ati the instant 
the mercury falls below the probe, the simple relay windings lose energy 
and the delay motor has its circuit completedo When the cam finger on 
the delay motor shaft has revolved its pre-set angular distance, it mechani­
cally opens the delay switch and the liquid valve ceases to discharge. When 
the active period of the timer motor has elapsed, then the gas valve reverts 
to its normal position that places differential pressure on the orifice 
meter. 
Calibration of the flow meter is typical of any flow meter. Adjust­
ing the electrode tip to a certain distance from the mercury surface is 
done by observing the meter reading at the time the internal electric cir­
cuit is broken as evidenced by the test lighta This light will signify 
the time that mercury falls underneath the electrode since the mercury 
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serves as ground return path for the light. Thus, to make an electrode 
length setting for a nine second delay, the electrode length is adjusted 
to approximately the correct height and evidence of the proper setting 
is seen when the test light goes out, at falling mercury conditions, at 
the instant the meter pen reads 1-1/2 roots or 2.25 inches of water if 
the chart is of the inches differential type. The compatability of nine 
seconds with 1-1/2 roots has been previously discussed. It must be under­
stood that some means, real or simulated, must be provided to actuate the 
mercury column through its full scale deflection for calibration purposes. 
Zero to 3.6 pounds per square inch of positive pressure on the upstream 
tap of the meter manometer will accomplish this. 
Another way of changing the relative electrode height is to add or 
remove mercury from the meter and re-zero the meter calibration. This 
would be limited to a correction of plus or minus one root. 
Since the various relay mechanisms must be enclosed in an acceptable 
explosion-proof box for petroleum plant locations, the test light is an 
item of necessity. Without the test light there would be no way to sense 
the beginning of the time delay period with the metal cover of the relay 
box tightly closed. Thus, a diagnosis of that part of the circuitry that 
may be causing unproportional liquid discharge rates would be impossible 
without the test light if explosion-proof conditions are to be maintained. 
Included as an integral part of the test light assembly is a manual 
push button switch. The housing for this is likewise explosion-proof. 
An examination of Figure 3 will show that the switch will allow an 
observer to begin a sampling cycle, for test or observation, without 
waiting for the end of a two-hour period. Holding this switch closed 
will cause the instrument to take a proportional sample at any time, and 
18 
momentarily depressing the switch will show the observer that the instru­
ment is working. 
The existance of the electrode-to-mercury contact, in the light of 
a possible safety hazard, has been the subject of considerable study. A 
volume of transformer oil will fill the area above the mercury surface 
of the meter. Consequently, when the contact is broken, the small arc 
will form at the mercury-oil interface. The guaranteed presence of the 
oil over the mercury surface is maintained with the installation of the 
seal pots (as shown on Figure 1) and the two mercury check valves that 
are normally incorporated into the meter body. Efforts have been made 
to design for all procedu,ral errors or operational mishaps that would 
place a sudden unbalance of differential pressure on the meter manometer 
fluid (mercury) and possibly expelling the fluid from the manometer body, 
thereby tending to cause an arc at the mercury-gas interface. It is felt 
that the described arrangement will be adequate. Raw natural gas or any 
normal petroleum plant fluid is not an explosive mixture, due to the 
absence of oxygen. The application of the transformer oil renders the 
electrode arc non-hazardous according to the National Electric Code, 
Article 500, Paragraph 5016-b-l. See appendix for a statement of this 
code. Inasmuch as the current in the internal circuit is only that which 
is necessary to operate the relay and the test light, any spark formed 
would be extremely minute. 
CHOICE OF DISPLACEMENT LIQUID MEDIUM 
Probably 95 per cent of petroleum gas samples collected are 
extracted by means of connecting a container to the gas line in ques­
tion, and after thoroughly purging the container with gas, the sample 
is introduced. 
In some instances it is desired to collect the sample by allowing 
a container full of liquid to discharge its contents and allowing the gas 
sample to expand into the evacuated space. It has been long recognized 
that the solubility of natural gas in pure water is such that erroneous 
gas-sample compositions may be reported on samples collected with this 
medium. Consequently, a brine solution is usually employed. The concen­
tration, for general oil field use, is most often reported as "a handful 
of salt in a jug of water." 
The chief drawbacks of using brine solutions are itemized as (1) 
probable corrosiveness to sampling containers, (2) lack of sufficient 
freezing point depression at concentrations that might otherwise be 
suitable, and (3) danger of salting out of the solute with the contingent 
stoppage of small orifices should maximum solubility be exceeded. 
In the initial trial run of the instrument the sampler was fil.led 
with water to expedite a mechanical check of the apparatus. It had pre­
viously been decided to use a 50 per cent glycerine solution as the per­
manent displacement medium. Connections were made for a field test 
which was to sample the inlet gas to a 50 pound natural gasoline absorber. 
After about two days of automatically sampling on a two-hourly schedule, 
19 
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it was noticed that the instrument was discharging more liquid than cal-
culations indicated. As time progressed, the discrepanoy between calcu-
lated and observed sample volumes was getting progressively worse. 
Extracted sample volume was measured by collecting the displaced liquid 
in a 100 cubic centimeter graduated cylinder. 
The vent valve in the auxiliary tank was opened and a quant,ity of 
"gas" was discharged to atmosphere before the valve discharged liquid, 
which indicated that the small tank was then full of liquid. The next 
day, after the probable nature (hydrocarbon, water vapor, or air) of the 
gas had been argued to some length by the observers, the phenomena was 
again evident.! A water-full gas burette was connected to the vent on 
., 
top of the auxiliary tank and the entrapped gas was collected in the 
Qurette. Upon removing the burette to a non-hazardous location, the gas 
was swept out, with water, to the atmosphere and a lighted match was 
applied. The characteristic yellow flame indicated the presence of 
natural gasoline heavy ends. 
The mechanism of the above occurrence is explained as: 
1. Solution of the gas in the main sampling tank at 50 psi
pressure.
2. Normal transport of this liquid to the auxiliary tank.
3. The gas boiling out of solution in the auxiliary tank
each time that tank was reduced to atmospheric pressure
( during a sampling cycle,) •
4. Collection of this gas in the top of the tank.
5. At each sampling period a higher-than-normal liquid
displacement would result since the tank would begin
discharging at sampling pressure rather than atmospheric
21 
pressure since the tank was not full of liquid as it should 
have been. 
An excess pressure would remain on the tank during its discharge cycle 
until enough liquid had been expelled to allow the entrapped gas to 
expand to atmospheric pressure. 
Filling the system with the glycerin solution corrected the situa­
tion. Gas in the auxiliary tank has not been noticed after weeks of 
trial runs using the 50 per cent glycerin. 
It is improbable that a perfectly suited liquid will be found to 
meet all the needs of the displacement medium in an instrument of this 
type. Glycerin stands up well to the two main qualifications; namely, 
chemical inertness and low freezing point. other desirable character­
istics would be low price and general availability. The viscosity index 
of glycerin would be a matter of concern, especially if sampling were to 
be conducted in an area that was subject to wide extremes in temperature. 
This is true because the volume of sample extraction will vary directly 
as the flow of displacement medium varies. Viscosity index becomes less 
significant as the solution strength is reduced, but conversely, weaker 
solutions would tend to allow hydrocarbon absorption by the _displacement 
medium. This would cause unrepresentati v·e samples to be stored. This 
is not to say that there is no suitable glycerin solution strength, but 
that optimum strength will depend upon (1) freezing point depression 
desired and (2) the composition of the hydrocarbon mixture in question; 
that is, a predominance of the heavier ends would require a stronger 
solution to resist a significant absorption by the displacement medium. 
Any detectable interchange that occurs between t,he gas sample and the 
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displacement medium would result in a gas sample analysis that is 
erroneous. 
The viscosity of glycerin s9lutions at 25 degrees Centigrade is 
shown on Figure 4. The effect of temperatures on viscosity and the con­
sequent rate of flow change of the displacement medium is the important 
consideration. A flow chart of the pipe line type is found on Page 379
of Perry's Chemical Engineer's Handbook, Third Edition. This shows that 
the effect of viscosity on the flow mechanism is only to the 0.16 power 
of viscosity, in centipoises with density having a similar, but inverse, 
effect on flow rate. This formula is ordinarily used for large flow 
rates and nothing should preclude its use on small flow rates. However, 
in small flow rates such factors as surface tension become important, 
especially in small bore piping and orifices. 
It is thought that such reasons as this were responsible for lack 
of correlation between calculated flow rate change and observed flow rate 
change. The'observed rates were obtained from an improvised efflux vis­
cosimeter that was fashioned in the laboratory. This was done to observe 
the percentage-wise flow rate changes as a 50 per cent glycerin solution 
passed through a sharp edge orifice with the solution temperature made to 
vary from 120° F to 35° F. other physical constants in this test were 
similar to those that would be experienced in the sampling instrument. A 
plot of the data is shown on Figure 5. The most important conclusion is 
the fact that the flow rate, with all factors constant except temperature, 
varied only about 4 per cent from summer to winter ambient temperatures. 
Evidence of the lack of natural gas absorption in a 50 per cent 
glycerin solution is shown on Table 1. Two identical samples were held 
for one month in field containers with the volumes in the containers 
7 
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Composition, Mol Per Cent
Sainple Stored at 
Original Sample Stored Summer Outdoor Temp.
Com12onent Sam12le at '.Z2 to 80° F. 80 to 110° F. 
H2S f C02 1.8 1.0 1.0 
N2 f 02 J.5 4.1 3.9 
cl 72.8 73.3 73.5 
C2 11.0 10e6 10.9 
03 6.o 6.2 5.9 
rc
4 
0.9 0.8 0.8 
NC
4 
1.8 1.9 1.8 
I-C5 o.6 o.6 0.7 
N-C5 0 .. 5 0.5 o.J
c6 0.7 0.5 o.6
C7.j. Oo4 0.5 0.5 
TABIE I 
SOLUBILITY OF NATURAL GAS IN GLYCERIN=WATER SOLUTION 
The gas used in this study had a calc�ated dew point of about 75 ° 
F. This may explain the difference in the heptane plus content of the
original and test samples. The samples were transferred above 100° F.,
whereas the original sample was analyzed at about 75 ° F. There may have
been some condensation at the lower temperature.
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being roughly half liquid solution and half gas. At the end of the month, 
the samples were analyzed in a Podbielniak apparatus and compared to an 
analysis of the gas (by the same method) that had been previously made on 
a sample of the same gas prior to contact with the glycerin solution. 
The data show no loss of any particular component. Minor inconsistencies 
in the analysis are regarded as outside the limit of accuracy of the ana­
lytical apparatus. Since any settlement analysis, that would furnish the 
basis for the exhange of money between a buyer and seller, would be made 
with the same type apparatus it is practical to conclude that the glycerin 
solution will absorQ no detectable amount of natural gas at the test 
conditions. The sample investigated was so-rich in heavy components that 
the temperature of the tests almost fell below the dew point of the mix­
ture. Thus, every opportunity was afforded the solution to absorb the 
gas. 
Glycerin, of a quality suitable for this work, costs about $3.50 per 
gallon. Although volume requirements may vary, it seems that a 9-1/2 
gallon main container is well suited in size. Using a 50 per cent solu­
tion means the consumption of $17 glycerin for an initial fill. With the 
use of the liquid reclaimer, shown in Figure 6, additional glycerin 
should be required only on rare occasions. 
The possibility of a "dual" medium has been given some considera­
tion. Here, a low specific gravity liquid, with good chemical character­
istics, would be in contact with the gas sample and act as a buffer for 
a layer of higher specific gravity liquid, comprizing the major portion 
of the displacement bulk. The basis for selection of the lower fluid 
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DISPLACEMENT LIQUID RECOVERY SYSTEM 
AUTOMATIC PROPORTIONAL .SAMPLER 
BY DATE APPROVED SCALE 
DWG. NO. 
SHEET NO. 
GL�NNON. KE"ri, CHIC1'.GO 
INTERPRETATION 017 PlWPOR'fIONAL SA.MPLDJG 
Since proportional sa.inpling is an integration of composition 
vdth volume and. time _, the attempt to correlate extended period com.­
posi ti.on analyses 1tl th actual production data 111Ji.ll be fruitless if the 
sampling technique ignores this :fact., 1'he composite sample is a total 
of a series of instantaneous composition values. As such., it pre-supposes 
that flow volume in the header was held constant over the composite 
sampling period. Should this not be the case., then the composite sample 
is limited in worth since it tells only of the compositj_on of a fixed 
rate of sample product ,,v-1 thdra,va.1 a.1d i.s not a composite of the mass 
content through the system over the composite period. 
To visu,alize the difference in the data gathered fro111 the two
methods ., assume a case of conventional composite sc1.111pling 11dth values 
exaggerated for simplicity. 
Assume: A predicted flow of 100 per cent volu.rne in a stream that 
is composed of 5 per cent of valuable component 11AII and 95 per cent inert 
component 11B11 ; a composite period of 30 days; that at the end of the · 
first 15 days the flow cha.11ges from 100 per cent, predicted to 105 per 
cent caused entirely by a volmne increase in IIAn wl'dch is now at the rate 
of 10 per cent. The stream is 100 per cent richer in valuable components 
(A) during the last 1.5 days of the month., but this f'act would 1fot be
entirely represented inbrdinary composite sa.mpl;i..ng procedures o Here .,
no extra sample 2J11ount would be taken ·to allow for the fact that though 
the composition over the last half month is twi.ce as rich it is also 
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5 per cent more in volume. The material e:ictracted for subsequent analysis 
wnuld have the following respective 1111rei.ght II in that analysis: 5 per cent 
of component Ax 15 days x 100 per cent flow factor plus 10 per Clent of 
component A x 15 days x 100 per cent .fl01iil" factor, all to be divided by 2 
for the monthly average. The truly representative sample would have 105 
per cent as the flow factor: for the latter 15-day period. The reported 
monetary worth of the gain in component A is reduced for the last 15-day 
period in the same percentage as the sample flow volume is �n error, 
thus 100/105 rather than the actual 105/1.05. 
Tb.e above figures are strictly arbitrary and were chosen only to 
shmf the method of examining the tvm cases. It is immediately seen that, 
a flow proportional sMpleI:'. may or may not be used advantageously. Fac­
tors that would indicate the installation of one (assuming that composi­
tion does vary) are: 
1. Variation of flow
., 
in amount and frequency., from some flow
rate that may be considered a normal flow rate.
2. Variation of the individual constituents of the product
vdth particular emphasis on those constituents that have
a special value.
3. The probability of composition variation occurring simul­
taneously vrith flow variation. Should composition change
at constant flow rate
., 
then proportional sampling is not
justified under normal circumstances.
4. Tb.e degree of 0.ccuracy by which the composite must
reflect the true mass-composition history of the flow stream.
5. The probability that, the .analysis may later be questioned.
It can be seen tha� should the initial and teri:rd.nal end of
a pipe line be sa:rnpled by the bro diff e:rent methods. and if 
the two analyses a.re not in agreement then the sample collected 
by meax1s of the proposed sanrpling instrument, with other factors 
eqilal., cottld hardly be dis])uted since i:t, is by theory, design 
and application an improved method. 'Ihis fact is valid for 
all cases but becomes more significant if Iractors 1., 2., and 
3 above are ih ev:i.dencec 
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APPLICATIONS 
The instrument would find application in extracting a weighted 
average sample from a process stream with the subsequent analysis of the 
composite as being a representation of the true history of the stream, 
on a mass-composition basis, over the composite period. 
into. 
, .. 
There are six ma:i,.n categories of use that the instrument may fall 
Case I. To sample each of two or more streams of varying composi-
tion and volume when the streams are physically combined at a dovmstream 
junction. Such a sampling technique would be the Of.\lY method to allo-
cate, for accounting and other purposes, the pro-rated origin of the 
input to the combined stream. 
Case II. To sample a liquid stream of varying composition and vol-
um�,that is fed to a large tank for storage and/or mixing purposes. The 
advantages of this case are two-fold. First, such a procedure would 
allow accounting records to reflect the actual contents of the storage 
tank for inventory purposes. Second, having this infomation at hand, 
blending specialists could use it in making calculations that would allow 
blends of more uniform character and with less chance for errors that 
would result in blending re-runs. 
Case III. To sample the initial point of a pipeline delivery. The 
advantages of having accurate volume-composition records here would be in 
improved accounting and engineering efficiencies, and prehaps the elimina-
tion of some civil court suits. 
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Case IV. '110 use the device in plant, :,11.c1terial balax1ce checks and 
pla..11.t trouble-shooting checks. Shou1d a natural gasoline absorber, for 
inst,ance ., be suspected of sub-par operation then the inlet and outlet 
strea1ns could be monitored 11ii. th the instrument. Variation in process 
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flow rates, with special reference to composition changes ., vmtud not be 
an indeterm:i.nate factor in the test since sarnpling would allow for this. 
Should a certain set of operating conditions 9 either natural or arti­
ficially imposed., prevail 1vrdle an abnorm. .. ·1lly poor absorber operation is 
in e-vidence � then if the process conditions are changed to alleviate the 
poor situation it vro1ud not be kn01i1111 -vrhether the observed res1u ts vvere 
due to the �1nip1JJ..ated change or due to a lovrered (or h:i.gher) flow condi­
tion .. Sampling in this prescribed m2nner would not tell the source of 
the trouble ., but it would put the flm•r vol.tune in its proper perspective; 
it would yield a composite sample thP.t was sensitive to flow irregularities. 
Case V. The instru.inent should serve very well., with some modifica­
t;idns ., as a flow-proportiona..1 injector. One possible application of this 
would be the injection of cul oclerant to a natural. g,:i.s deli very line. 
Case VI. The automatic feature of the irn3trmuent vdll gua.rarTt.ee to 
management that periodic samples of a definite volume ra�her than slugs 
were added to the composite volt1.111e. Reference is made to those instances 
where the 'Vrnrker forgets or is to busy to manually e:xtract a sarn.ple. 
Too often the less experienced plant, pers01mel labor under the 11Li.sappre­
hension that a number of sa..rrrples extracted at one ti..me 'l'Vl.ll save time 
and ir,ill be of no detectable consequence. Field laboratory analytical 
personnel and process engineers vrl th their preponderence of accurmuated 
data and with an intimate kno1r ledge of locational and seasonal variations 
can., as often as not, spot the sarnples collected in this marmer. Then 
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the only alternative is to use the analysis as it is reported or adjust 
the a11alysis to some more plausible figure. No statement is made here as to 
the general prevalence of this condition but it can be seen that the 
for,egoing represents a possible case for an automatic procedure to remove 
entirelythe human element. 
LI QUID SAMPLING 
If the specific gravity of a liquid is less th,m that of the 
displacement liquid in the sampler (a 50% glycerine-water solution 
has a specific gravity of 1.13)
., 
then :3ample: extraction of that liquid 
can be conducted under the same procedures as described for gas sampling. 
Less attention can be given to presm.ll'e ref,'lllation since the pressure 
vmuld have no effect on the amo1.mt of saJnpled liquid av-ailable to the 
laboratory for analysis. 1"his is true due to the comparative incompress­
ibility of liquids. Also
5 
a much smaller volumetric amount of composite 
sample vrould be required for analys:ts purposes. 
Should it be desired to convert a gas smnpli.ng installation to liq­
uid service, the same main sample container can be used and the individual 
J.iquid sample arnom1ts can be reduced by any one of the follmirlng methods ., 
listed below in order of preference: 
1. Decrease the elevation of the auxiliary tanlt with respect
to the sanrpling orifice.
2. Increase the size of the header orifice plate, if possible., 
to make less :meter c,ifferential. Here
., 
since the root
reading Trill be less
., 
then .sample per tmit root vdll be
less. Froport;ionali ty will be 1maffected�
J. Decrease t,he dampening of the meter ,ihich 't"rill alow faster
approach to displacement liquid valve shut-off. '.I'he time
delay setting must be adjusted also.
h. Reduce the size of .)'L'he sampling orifice; keep stoppage in mind.
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A pressure reducinr_:; valve would serve no practical purpose except in 
cases where excessive main lin\3 pressures must be isolated from the sam-
pler to prevent damage to the equipment. A check valve shou..1d be insta..1led · 
to prevent flow from the sample:r· to the process line. Fluctuating header 
pressures would have no effect on the qua:nti ty or quality of the sample. 
If a high pressure liquid line is sampled and the sampling pressure is 
reduced to protect the equipment., it must, t,E! remembered to hold an excess 
of the vapor pressure of ·the sample to prevent flashing� A great many 




pressure dx·op across a valve
., 
the liquid v1ill vaporize.
VAr1IATION IN HEADER Ffil�SSURE AS RELATED TO 
DESIRED SAMPLE GATHERING PRESSURE 
L11. general., a check valve or regu_1ator should be installed bet-rreen 
the sample source and the sampling tank to prevent the stored cow.posite 
sa,;mples from flo"V'ring from the sampling tank back to the header in the 
event the header pressure fell below· the pressure in the sarnpling tank. 
A block valve should also be installed to be used when the header is 
completely shut do-vm. 
It should be understood that for gas samples the required sampling 
tank pressure is only that which vrill insu.re sufficient standard condi­
tion sample volume for laboratory a11alysis .. 
Whether J0he sample should be admitted to the storage at a con-
stant pressiire or a·t the pressure of the header is deterin.ined by the 
character of the pressure control on the process. If the header e:x:peri­
ences presmn°e variations but a pressure control valve smooths this to a 
constant value at the process_. then to sample at the upstream header 
pressure 1vo1l.ld be technically incorTt2Ct., T'nis is true because more 
standard condition volume _. at unit flow· meter reading,, -vrould be collected 
at tLrnes of high feeder pressure. 'l:he movement of material to the pro­
cess vm1lld be at its normal level. 'I'he simple solution to this would 
be to have the sampling point at the process. 
If the process is conducted at the same fluctuating pressure as the 
feeder., it wo1.l.ld be desirous to store the samples at the various pres-
sures so that, the individual sample mass would be equavalent to the main 
stream flow mass .. Accordjng ·to the above paragraph., this cannot be done. 
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The inability to integrate the incli-v-i.dual sample pressure to the system 
pressure is not serious since the pressure fluctuations would generally 
be of a minor magnitude and the error wouJ.d be only by -t,he fract,ional 
amount that the absolute pressure varied from the setting of the sample 
pressure regulator. For instance, ina nominal 50 psig stream the pres­
sure regulator may be set for 4E3 psig. A pound or tit"TO of pressure vari­
ation above or below this would resu1t in no detectable error of' the 
sample's proportionate volume. 
Since liquid volume is not appreciably affected by pressure, the 
foregoing considerations do not apply to the san1pling of liquids. 
AN IMPROVED METHOD FOR TRIGGERING THE ELEC1'RIC CIRCUIT 
Although an electrode irmnersed in the meter mercury is the uJ.tima.te 
in giving a precise indication of the near zero height, this simple mech­
anism cannot be used in some instances • 
. Consider the sampling of a liquid hydrocarbon of a specj,fic gra:rl ty 
heavier than the di-electric oil. The sampled liquid would displace the 
oil from around the electrode and the safety precaution of the oil-quenched 
spark would be lost. The sampling of dry gases would not be affected by 
this feature, and the sampling of wet gas could be conducted, provided 
a satisfactory liqttld trap is installed in the meter differential line. 
However, since a number of probable appli.caticns of the instrrunent 
would be hand.ling gases of high liquid hydrocarbon content plus .free w-a.ter 
with a comparatively high salt content ., it would be' desirous ·t.o eliminate 
the previously described electrode with its oil bath. A trac·e of salt 
water will change the transformer oil from a di-electric to a conductor. 
The electrode can be eliminated if (1) the· external electric circuit· 
can be actuated a.t the same time as previously described and (2) the 
spark, that is formed when electrical contact is broken ., occurs in a safe 
atmosphere. These requiremen-bs can be met ·with a merc ur'y-in-glass svr.itch. 
Nothing that has been previously described will have to be altered 
except that when the meter mercury reaches its near zero position the 
meter pen ( or its linkage ) should be made to tilt the sw:i tch to break 
contact, or, preferably
., 
move a small permanent, magnet that 'Will separate 
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the tiny electrodes inside the glass switch. Such is a standard indus-
trial application of these switches. 
For the case where the proportionality of the sample must be held to 
very elose tolerances, use of the electrode would be definitely more accu-
rate due to no loss of sensitivity because of mechanical play, backlash, 
etc. However, this method 1•rould ordinarily &ive a degree of proportion­
ality that would greatly exceed the limits of accuracy of other measured 
variables affecting the final results� The mercury-in-glass swi.tch would 
be desired from an operational vie'l,'ipoint; that is, adjust,ment, parts re-
placement, etc. 
The manner of motmting and actuating this switch can be so varied 
that it 'Will not be d�scussed here. It will suffice to say that the elec­
trical circuitry would be as described previously except that the point of 
electrical detection would be moved from vrithin the meter body to a point 
outside. 
Using this switch 'Will magnify the nQed of the delay switching appa-
ratus. This is true because the zero position of the mercury vdll vary 
with temperature and also the mechanics of actuating:·:•the switch will re-
. , . .  ·· . .  , 
quire power at a time that the power source, which is the he1ght of the 
mercury column, is essentially zero. It should be understood that the 
fraction of an inch variation of the meter mercury that is of so much 
concern here is of no consequence in the operation or the accuracy of 
an orifice meter. An inspection of the sample calculations and Figure 
7 'Will show that the measured variable
., 
the height of the mercury,, is 
practically zero before the reported function, the volumetric flow in the 
process stream,, has reA.ched a significantly lovi1 value. Therefore, if the 
sampling cut-off point should be fixed at some mercury height that is near 

zero, a sizeable error could result since the instrument would not be zero 
as far as now measurement is concerned .  The sample proportionality, 
over the entire meter range, would be in error by the amount of the volu­
metric reading at the t:ime of sampling c ut-off point .. 1hus,in a 100-inch 
water column meter 1 inch of meter differential.can hardly be read on the 
ehart and, in the meter body, is repr�sented b,· approximately 1/12 inch 
of mercury. However, this 1 inch of reading is one root, since the square 
root of "one 11 is 11one n , and as such is 10, per cent of the :meter range, 
which was ten roo·bs. If a sampling system measuring ten roots of flow 
should shut off at l inch of water differential, without the benefit of 
the time delay circuit; then 9P units of sample wo lud be e:x:tracted rather 
than 100 ,mits. 
COST .AND ECONOMIC CONSIDERATION 
The cost of this instrument, installed, wil1 be approximately the 
sart1e as a plant tenrperatlire or pressure controller. The worth of the 
instrument can be exarnined from two i�eparate viev.rpoints. F'i.rst., as a 
device to improve the efficiency of using laboratory analytical data to 
m;ilce process plans, forecasts ., or settlements. Second., as a labor saving 
device. 
Regardlng the first., ,if a certain sample can be proven to more 
closely appro:ximate the true process conditions� then that sa111ple, or its 
method of collection, is a definite lroJJrovement. Whether or not the in­
stallation of GUch an instrument., at a certain location., iN'OUld be fina11-
cially ,juGtified 1vo11,.ld depend largely on the value placed on the assurance 
that is given by the im;trument • .Sornetimes proposed process ven:Lur·es a.re 
held in abeyance due to mistrust of available ar1al;ytical data. 'lhe clis­
criminati ve applicatlon of this instrwmmt wmu.d perrrLi. t a ne1!\f sort of 
depend.ability on the reported composition values of plant strear11s. 1'lms� 
there wouJ.d be less r:Lsk in plan ing process work of al'J.Y sort where st:rea.m 
co:mpos:i..tion were a critical foatu:r·e. Oftentimes the success or i'aiJ:u.re of 
a prdposed ma;nu.factoring project depends m1 a small percentage·�·vtlse com­
position change. Due to large volmnes handled, the small percent becomes 
l@�ge in dollars .. '.rhe singuJ.ar purpose of thi.s instrument, is to report 
proce.Sl'l composi t:Lons ·that are as truly representative as modern means will 
allow. 
'11he instrun1ent was not con.cehred to conserve labor ., but to extract a 
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sample of' a quality not orq.inari.ly obtai.ned by human manipulation. It 
has been estimated that :J�ll..i1.i per month of operator I s time vmuld be given 
to manually extracting a sample each two hours assmning twelve minutes' 
absence from productive labor per sample. HoweYer� the instrument would 
find rapid payout in those instances where field personnel frequently 
travel a considerable distimce to take a sample of a stream that is under 
constant special surveillance. 
The unit has been designed to f-cmction imattended for a period of 
one month.. '.rhe monthly pick-up and re-charge of the sam.1::iling containers 
vrould be no more trouble or expense ·than that incurred in manual sanrpling. 
A.l though there are some nov-el f 0at11res in the inst,rument rs 1nechanism
., 
there is nothing to indicate that maintenence would be greater tha,n in 
an ordinary pnemnatic process controller. 
There have been numero-cjs considerations as to 1ilhether the sampler 
meter and the recording differentii:i.l meter should be one and the same 
piece of equipment. Original intent.ions were to use a U-shaped pipe as 




in the sampling appa-· 
ratus .. In that event
., 
the incremental hei;;ht of mercury in the field 
. fabricated manometer w·otll.d be as precise as in a factory built orifice·-­
meter. After such ,.J. device had been calibrated and proven at a field in·­
sta11ation, an orifice mE,ter ., Yrith referr:�nce to the sampler installation, 
would be stlt'plus equ.i.pment. When it developed that the critical propor­
tional detection as given by t.he mercury probe was not warranted :i.n the 
general sampling case., thoughts were di.reeted towards the use of a stand­
ard meter body with the mercury-·in·-glass slnrt-.off switch. Si.nee any pro­
cess stream that ·wollld vrarrent the application of this .sampling system 
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would, in all probability, have an existing orifice meter, then the ex1-1ense 
of a meter for the sampling instaJ_lation may be disregarded. 
T'ne reader is reminded of the periodic faJ.l to zero that the meter 
pen vmu.ld experience at each sa.mpling period. Al though flow measurement 
would not be actually affected, since the meter pen was faJ_sely reading 
zero for a short tlme, industrial flow measurement experts are usually 
not in accord with any operation that adversely affects a continuous flow 
meter chart record. It may be speculated that for inter-departmental. work 
this fee.tu.re would be of no particular consequence but -would probably be 
questioned in cases of inter-company measurement and salllpling. In that 
event, one meter would serve the salnpler and another meter, entirely iso­
lated from the sampling installation but connected to a second set of 
orifice taps in the meter flange
., 
would serve as the referee flow m.ette;r. 
Ultimate use will depend on field procedure and preference. 
The complete setting would be of a portability that would lend itself 
to ready disconnection from a stream and connection to another strepJU that 
might be deserving of two or three months' special composition study. 
Thus, in a year one instrll1llent could serve a number of different points. 
A list of material and cost sun:rmary is shown on Table II and Table III. 
It is estimated that an installation can be made for :$75 less than the 
figures shovm if time were allocated to the redesi'gn of certain items of 
special fa,);>rication. At this 1Yri ting only one production type model is 
in service. The usual cost reduction due to mass assembly would result 
in a furthur lowering of price. 
Probe and mollllting 
1/4 inch 3-way solenoid (gas) valve 
1/8 inch 3-way (liquid) valve 
Pilot light and test swttch assembly 
Dorne cover for relay box 








Stainless steel flo'at 
Stainless_ steel flciat cage assembly 
GU.1\.C-47 junction box 
AnJdUary and sa;r1pling ta..·11.k 
Displacement liquid tank 
Tnbing, fittings and valves 
Frame and supports 
Regulator 
Filter 
Electric wire and conduit 
. Main povrer switch 
Seal pots 
Shop labor: (at $L1- per hour) 
Au.."riliary tank., 8 hours 
Frame and supports, 3 hours 
Float cage fabrication, 2 hours 
Probe 1mit. fabrication, 4 hours' 
Assembly., 10 hours 
Installation:, 10 hours 
Parts: 
Labor: 




AU'EOMA'l1IC PIWPOFI.TIOUAL SAMPLEH. 



































sta.ntlard o£i£ice 111etcr 
Partis ru1ti labor 
5tan:<:iartl ©ritte:e meter with $3 �v:titch 
replacing probe arrangerrren'0 
Parts ru1tl labor 
$t@:dard mete;r b@d.y vtl,th. trwit:ch, less 
mettr1c; case :, clo�lc a."ltl 'Chart 
Parts a:n:d labor 













An inspection of Figi.1re 8 shows the proportionality between metet 
reading and sample extraction. The extrapolation at the lower end of the 
plot is due to the-delay time added to the sainpling period and is to be 
regarded as a blind spot only'When attempts to take a'proportional sample 
are made when the meter reading is w:ithin __ this rang? (appI'oxi.mat�ly_O to 
l-1/2 roots). The comparatively insignificant size of a sample in this
range plus the unlikelyhood of operating here (it represents near shut­
dovm flow conditions): would indicate that the blind spot constitutes no 
threat to the intent and purpose of the instrument. This contention 
would be supported by the fact that the sample or samples that would fail 
to be extracted due to this feature are probably of the same general com­
position as those that had been extracted. Furthermore
., 
this dead zone 
can be made considerably shorter by moving the shut-off point to a lower 
root reading and making the equavalent change in the electrical delay 
circuit; however., as pointed out previously., to shorten the gap may sub­
ject the instrument to indeterminate operation. Adwittedly
., 
the margin of 
safety in this respect is -very generous as the calibration presently stands .,
and the user may change the spacing to sm.t his needs .. 
Should the 1time delay function be omitted., but with the S8.111e pre­
shutoff conditions exi.sting., then a plot shovring sample volume at various 
meter readings would show a straight line with its upper point the same 
as that shown on Figure 8 but the lovrer point would intercept the Y axis at 
a meter reading indicative of the actual shut-off point (here, about 1.5
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be immediately recognized that for the amou..11.t of sample to be directly 
proportional to the main strea.,11 flow rate then a plot of this ftmction 
must (1) be a straight, line and (2) the straight line must go through 
the origin of the rectangular coordinates. 
FIELD PERFORMANCE. The instrument 1 has been lmder study in field opera­
tions for tvrenty months. 'I'his was 'for the purpose of mechanical checks 
and observation to avoid a premature integration of the instrument with 
process forecasts ., etc. During this period.9 the instrument has sampled 
at the following points in a natural gasoline plant: 
50 pound absorber feed stream 30 days continuous 
600 pound absorber feed stream 30 days continuous 
50 pound absorber feed stream 30 days continuous 
Flash tank vapors 15 days continuous 
Connections were made to other process points for periods of vaI'ying 
length. 
No efforts have been made to observe any special analytical results 
due to the n8"W' method of sampling. 'fhe reason for this is present lack 
of comparative data that Yrould disclose the fact of improved sampling 
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Scope and Method of Study: The recognized failure of arbitrar;r volume 
samples to reflect the true flow stream history of a petroleum­
type process line prompted this study. Flow-proportional sampling, 
wen such is mandatory, is commonly done with a proportionating 
pump type of equipment but this is usually expensive, unwiel� 
and oftentimes not as accurate as the equipment would suggest. 
A project was devised that was directed towards the design, appli­
cability, fabrication and testing of an instrument that would gather 
and store flow proportional samples. Theoretical soundness was 
considerod to be only the first requisite of the instrument; other 
factors were to be coat, ruggedness and freedom from human attend.­
a.nee or 11&1ntence for comparatively lcng periods. 
Findings and Conclusions: An automatic sampler was designed that made 
use ot the fact that the height of mercury in an orifice meter is 
related to rate of flow, The 1nercuey, being an electrical conduct• 
or, was made to close a. switching meohaniam at the b•ginn.ing of 
a eampl1.ng cycle and end the sampling cycle when a volume of s&ll\Ple 
had been extracted that waa direotJ..y proportional. t.o main line 
rate ot flow, Tho column of mercuey in the meter body fell tr�
its indicating heip;ht to zGro height, due to a stj)are.te switching 
circuit, and the time of me:rcury ra.1.l was nctun 1.y the function 
that determined the volume nt sample extract d. 
The instrument has performed on a teet basis for almost two ,ears. 
It• nominal cost, dependibi lit.y, and ap )&rout iJenere..\ merit exceed­
ed the designers expecta.tir.,ns. 
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DEFINITION Of TERMS 
Bomb. Any small container that is used to collect or store petroleum 
products, usually for the purpose of analysis of the contents. These 
containers are often elliptical in shape and vai�y from 3-inch by 10-inch 
size to 12-:i.nch by 36-inch. 
Composite. A sample that is composed of many small samples. The large 
sa;�ple is considered to be an average, in composition, of all the small 
samples. 
Grab sample. The opposite of composite. Usually obtained hurridly and 
without muph regard to factors that w-ould contribute to the sample I s being 
truly representative of its parent volume. 
Head. Pressure eJ...'1)ressed in terms of the elevation of the flu.id whose 
height is causing the pressu.re. 
Header. A large pipe whose contents are discharged to a n1unber of small 
pipes. 
Heavy components. Constituents of a petroleum product that have a com­
paratively high carbon content. In this paper
., 
constituents of natural 
gasoline that have from five to eight carbon atoms per molecule; pentane 
through octane in the paraffin series. 
Heavy e4qs. See heavy qomponents. 
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"K" The orifice discharge coefficient. It is an efficiency factor that 
allows for the fact that a measurement of the loss of kinetic energy 
across an orifice plate will not give a practical measurement of the flow 
rate through the orifice plateo The formula Kinetic Energy. v2/2g theo­
retically will give the velocity of a fluid through a known orifice area, 
and a measurement of th e loss in kinetic energy should be representative 
of the flow through that orifice.· But the effective orifice area is 
smaller than the actual orifice area due to an orifice flow phenomenon. 
Thus, volumetric measurement, from a consideration of Volume: Area x 
Velocity, must be adjusted to allow for this phenomenono The name� 
contracta is given to this imaginary orifice and it occurs a short dis­
tance downstream from the real orifice. A correction
9 
K, allows for this 
feature and also allows for departure from theoretical considerations due 
to loss in energy due to turbulence, etco K may vary from o.6 with a 
round, sharp edge orifice to 0.98 with a Venturi section. 
Orifice taps. The holes provided in the meter flange for piping to the 
orifice meter. 
Oxygen bottle. So named for its use as an oxygen storage container in 
high altitude aircraft during World War II. Actually, a thin walled metal 
tank, usually ellipsoidal in shapeo 
Proportionating pump. A device whose function is to move a small quantity 
of fluid in a certain ratio, usually l�l, that is according to the flow 
rate of the pumped stream or another stream o 
Root readingo The square root of the inches of water"differential in an 
orifice metere According to the formula Q: c� this would be a figure 
that is directly related to Q which is flow., See sample calculations. 
Settlement. 'The agreement, particurlarly of methods of calculations., 
analysis� etc •• upon which tvm parties vrlll mutually arrive at decisions 
regarding credit for goods received. In this paper, settlement informa-
tion is intended to be critical and e:i:act as compared to infomation that 
is gathered for rough consideration oi1ly. 
Settlement Analysis. That laboratory report which will furnish the basis 
I 
for ax1 important transfer of goods .. It should be noted that settlements 
are often made be tween ::i1kencies within one company. 
Slugs. Volumes of material that are added to a larger quantity in an 
indiscriminate and haphazard manner .. 
APPENDIX B 
THE ORIFICE EQUATION 
This equation -vd.11 not be derived here but some of the factors that 
constitute it vlill be considered.. Kinetic energy is expressed as v2 /2g 
where 
V = velocity in feet per second 
g = gravitational acceleration 
Thus, KE :x: 2g = v2, or Velocity = venergy JC 2g. The wnrk term., Pv., pres-
sure times specific volume., may he replaced vdth h if h is considered to 
be head pressure loss., expressed in feet, of flowing fluid. Thus h2-h1
may be a measure of the work required to force fluid from Section 2 to 
Section 1 of a flow line. Velocity= Volume/Area == C V2gh ., or at constant 
al'.'ea., FJ.mv = c' V2gh = C 11 Vf17 'I'h:Ls vrow.d be true for liquids where pres-
sm·e had no appreciable effect on specific volume. 
As mentioned previously., the velocity through the orifice bore is not, 
the maximum velocity of t,he meas1.u�ed flu.id. .An adjustment must be made 
that "11Ji.ll be compatible with the type of orifice used. Consequently., 
V = .6 \J2gfi' is commonly used for a round sharp edge orifice. Likevr.i.se., 
Q/A = .(>, V2gh :ls the 
,ii 
6 l!f�t  • x C y2gh is most
flow formula in it,s simplest form. 'l'he form Q = A x 
'" d 1 C
Ill c 
t ' f01-c,en use , vnere represen-0s a grea m:mmer o_ 




1. Calculation of K, t,he o:rif::i..ce constant, in the experimental apparatus
was done by the method shown below. It should be realized that this
method actually y.i.elds an apparent K since the discharge coefficient
of the orifice, a strainer and some length of tubing are hunped as
one figure. This was true because pressure drop (e$g., head loss)
was taken as 1411 H20 1-1pstrea1x1 and one atmosphere dovin.stream (P2-J:\ ==
lh 11 H20) rather than measuring the pressure cb:•op across the orifice
proper. Since actual flovr, rather than a study of K., was the object
then this procedure is thereby per:missable.
The formula: GPM = 19.6l.,i_ Jc D2 x K x \Jh
where: D = diameter of orifice in inches 
h = head at orifice in feet of fluid flovring 
'11he data: from actual observat:ion 
GPM = 0.02565 
]) = o .. ot,.2 inches 
h = 14/12 feet 
K = 0.0256.� = o.685 
19.64 
. 
\ �o�x VUiJl� x 
2. To say that the experime:p:tal flow rate was calculated would be some-
thing of a misnomer since fl.ovu- rate i:ms observed in order to provide
a basis for calculating r; Ho1trever, knovr.i.ng K., 11ve can now calculate
a flow rate for any set of experimental conditions. Thus ., 
GHA = 19.6L1. x 0.001762 x o.685 x V1Li}12 = 0.02565 
57 
cc/inin. = 0.02565 GPM x 3785 cc/gal.= 97.2 cc/min. 
3. The monthly water consumption., at ten roots meter reading each sam-
pling period
., 
is calculated to be 9.52 gallons per month:
97 .2 cc/ruin. x 12 samples/day x 31 days/month x 1/3785 cc/gal. =
9.52 gal./rno.
4. 'l'he minimum meter reading that will extract the required sarnple
volume is calculated to be 5.25 roots:
Premise: 24 g�llons of gas sample per month at 13.2 psia.
2l.i gal. x 3785 cc/gal. = 90., 900 cc/mo. at atmospheric pressure.
90
.,
900 cc at 13.2 psia = X cc at 50 psig.






980 cc/ma. required at, 50 psig •.
12 samples/day x 31 days/mo. = 372 samples/mo.
18.,980 cc mo. = 51 cc/sample
372 samples mo.
51 cc sample_ 0.525 minutes/sample
97.2 cc min. -
:By calibration., 10 roots =l.m::inute. 'I'hE.n 0.525 min/sample= 5.25
roots/sample.
It should be remembered that this calculation was based ori a sample
gather:i,ng pressure of 50 psig. A higher pressure would cause the
minimum meter reading (5.25 roots) to be lower.
An atmo�phere of 13.2 ps�a is used in these calc1t1ations since it is
actua;i. local conditions fo� the e:x:perimental work.
S. The preparation of �gur� 7, showing the effect of temperature on
the sampler I s zero calibra.t,ion ., vms done in the follo-rdng manner.
The temperature coefficient of e:i..'])ansion of mercury is 10.9 x 10-5
58 
inches per inch per degree F. A tabulation of meter roots., inches
of v,rater and inches of mercury is J_isted below for convenience.
Hoots Inches of Water Inches of Mercury 
10 lOO 7.96 
9 81 6.45 
8 64 5.10 
7 h9 3.90 
6 36 2.87 
5 25 1.98 
4 16 1.27 










the temperature necessary to expa11d the mercury surface 
from Oto 1/2 root is calculated: 
1/2 root = 1/Lr inch of water = 0.0198 inch of mercury 
10.9 x 10-5 x 16 inches x t °F. = 0.0198 inch of merc1.1.ry 
t = 11.li °F. 
Since only half of this expansion would take place in the U-tube leg 
that is cJ ..nder consideration., 11.4 °F'. x 2 would be the temperature 
necessary to increase the mercury level from zero to 0.0198 inches 
in each leg. Accordingly
., 
a 22.i3 °F. temperature increase from 
reference temperat,ure T.rould raise the mercury level from O to O. 5
roots. Figure 7 shows that one such calculation was made at this point. 
APFE:NDIX D 
MA'l'HEMATICAL PROOF 
'l.1he :follmr.ing consideration vtlll prove that g:r.avi tational flow 
o:f
fluid through a small orifice vn.11 respond to the general theme of this
paper; namely, an equation of the f'orrn 
Q = K '{h = Klt
where t = time of surface fall 
K, Kl = oonstants 
Q .,. an amount of flow virhose rate is being indicated by the height of 
fluid i11 ·this equation. 
h = head., in feet of flowing fluid, of the flt.lid whose surf ace will fall 
from h too. 
Specifically., the f'ol.lo·wing will prove that the ti.me of fluid surface 
fall is directly related t,o '{h 
II 
and since� has been shovm to be direct-· 
:Ly related to Q then it will be concluded t,hat the time of mercury fall, 
from h too, in a meter manometer is a precise measurement of Q. 
Consider a cylinder of convenient dimensions that w'"lll roughly ap­
prozimate those :Ln the subject a.ppara:t.us, that is., one foot, high, one 
inch in diameter and with a 0.1 inch diameter orifice in the bottom. 
'Ihe velocity of grav-1 tatiod41 flow through such an orifice is given 
by V = o.6 \J2i;h' feet per second. 
In time dt the fluid that flows through the orifice generates a 
cylinder of height V dt feet; a r·adius of 1/20 inches and a volume of 
m·2 V dt cubic ft. Since V eqnals o.6 V'2.i$ ·then the Yolume may be stated 
rrr2:xo .. 6 V2gh
& 
cubic feet at depth h and time t. 
6o 
. ' 
'i,et -dh be the corresponding surface leV'el at time to This loss in 
volume is -dhrrr2 cubi.c feet .. Volume may be equated to loss in volume, 
thus 
• 6rr.r 2 V2 gh d t = ""1)'tih r 2
.6 x O.OOOOJ.73 x 8.04 ljh dt = -dh x Oe00173 
(note that one radius is 1/2 inch and one is 0.1/2 inch) 
dt = -dh x O.OOJ.73 
Ii:B2l.J. x 0.0000173 xrt=l 
-t dt = -20.7 h dh
t = -41.l.i. '{fi + c
At t = O and h = 1, G = LQ..L� 
"" ·-20 .. 7 dh 
nr 
At h = 0 (which is at the completion of one foot of fall) then t = 41.4
seconds. 
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GLYCERINE GRADES AND SPECIFICATIONS 
u.s .• P. glycerine (also referred to as c.P-.-u.s.P·.) is a high grade .!) 
water white product with taste and odor characteristics desirable for 
pharmaceutical or food uses. Its glycerol content is 95 per cent (specific 
gravity 1.249 at 25° c./25° c.)-.
C.P .. -98 per cent or super C.P.  glycerine is generally the same
quality as u.s.P. but is offered at a higher concentration, typically 
98.0 per cent glycerol (specific gravity 1.2602 at 15.,5° CQ/15.5° c. )'. 
High gravity glycerine is a common designation for a commercial 
grade of glycerine, close to white in color .I' and otherwise conforming to 
Federal Specification O-G-491 Grade B. This product also conforms to 
ASTM (tentative) specification 424c ·11High Gravity Glycerine for Alkyd 
Resins." - It contains over 98. 7 per cent glycerol. (Minimum specific 
gravity 1.2620 at 1-5.5° c./15.5° ci.) or 102587 at 25/25° c. 
Synthetic glycerine, a product derived from propylene, conforms to 
Federal Specifications for high gravity glycerine. It has been accepted 
for use in foods, but is not offered as u.s.P. Its glycerol concent�a� 
tion is 99 per cent. 
Dynamite glycerine normally designates a pale yellow grade of gly­
cerine meeting the particular specifications of explosives manufacturers 
such as DuPont, Hercules, Federal Specification 0-G-491 (Grade B) and 
others. (Minimum specific gravity 1.-2620 at 15.5° c./15.5° c. or 98.7 
per cent glycerol). 
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Paragraph 5016-b�l of the National Electric Code 
5016-b. CJ.ass 1., Division 2. Switches, circuit-breakers ., motor 
controllers and fuses in Class 1 ., Division 2 locations ., shall 
conform to the .following: 
5016-b-l. T;ype Required. Circuit-breakers ., motor controllers 
and switches i11tended to interrupt current in the normal per­
formance of t:q.e functions for vrhic.h they are inst,alled shall be 
pro:fided "\llri th �nclosures approved .. for Class l locations ., unless 
general purpose enclosures ar�:provided and (1) th� interruption 
of current occurs within a chamber hermetically sealed against 
the entrance of gases and vapors ., or (2) ,the current interru-pt­
�ng contacts are oil-inmi.ersed and the device is approved for 
locations of this class and division. 
6.3 
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Ha.Jd-on Mtg. Go. Timer Motor l/l.20 R.PoM. "t8 
rotation ll5 V. Ii) .cycle Series 1600.A with caa 
Microswitch, Type W, BZ-R'Wl3, l.5 aap 3oP.D.T. 
K. w. Cramer Co. T1- Delay Relay, Cat 1Tt2-1-20s
15 A, 11<> V. switch.
Potter Brum.tield, Rel.&y, #KR..lll, ll5 V. fl:> cycle
D.P.b.T.
�deral, Sellni\Ull Rect.1!ier, No. 102aA, 250 M.A. 
Mallocy, Condenser, Dual 10-l<J!FP, 450 V. Type 
FP-23). 
Autoa,atic Switch (;e., }-WAT Explosion-proo.!' 
So.len.oid Valve; Ca.to l8.,0�5R !or Gasoline 
Sor.,tioe, Max. PrtHSa 150 psig,, 3/16 Dia. PQrts,
1./IA. NaP.T. Connections, 115 V. 60 cycle Form"H". 
S�r !l�ctrl.c V-1.ve Co. 3-Way �aion-proo! 
Sol�oid Va.lve, Cat ll:5-3100. 
· Orou ... -Hincta Dame, Cov�r, GUB7l'4.
'' " Junction Box, GU�C-47 
11 " P\lfhbut.tcm & Pilot Ligp� #SFDC.3473-Jl 
Cinch J-0nes Terminal St;rip /}8.140 
W. H. Nicholson & Co., Spherical S,S. Floa�, 3" DiAo 
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